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Background：Face the following common situations: Multiple sets of specimen 

staining and molecular biology test showed a negative reaction .Only a set of 

acid-fast culture positive reaction and rapid growth class identification still need a 

few days. Is it better to have a better negative pressure ward isolation result? 

 

Material and Methods：Patients who were informed of need for negative pressure 

isolation therapy but had the above situation were analyzed integrally. These 

patients were re-examined the results of the image test with the care of the appeal 

to the final identification of results. 

 

Discussion：In negative pressure isolation ward, once ward door-opening motion can 

potentially lead to a transient breakdown in negative-pressure isolation conditions: 

the importance of buoyancy airflows and eddy currentcausing air contamination. 

However the infection routes can cross infection on passageway. The air quality 

monitoring, concluding temperature, relative humidity, CO and CO2 should keep in 

standard level. included bacteria, fungi concentrations in normal range, moreover, 

microorganisms presence concentration closely related to clean environment. 

Nosocomial infection control develop a process need to study widely .Evidence based 

medicine doubt to the pros and cons of patients with comprehensive consideration. 

Particular attention should be paid to the potential risks. Medical regulations and 

medical guidelines are subject to compliance .Regular monitoring of the medical 

environment is very much needed. When the medical team has different views 

within the need to rule out the evidence to seek truth Experimental medical 

molecular detection is the main body of the trend Difficult case need to be 

integrated Both sides of the disease are fully communicated. Development of 

standard process timing updates can help with medical progress. Extensive 



discussion of multiple references cited the best policy Protecting medical personnel 

and patients is the responsibility and obligation. Remember that the negative pressure 

ward is not an absolute safe place for a high degree of potential risk must be carefully 

considered. 

 

Result：For those who there were no significant changes in the molecular biology 

detection ,the dyed specimen and imaging findings. The results were all NTM. In 

other words this quarantine treatment is ineffective or even harmful. 
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